**SRC Outdoor Class Schedule**

**December 2021**

**Monday**
- 7:30a-8:30a
  TBC w/Jodi
  Brickyards Park
- 9:00a-9:50a
  Outdoor Cycle w/Ellen
  SRC Patio

**Tuesday**
- 8:00a-9:00a
  HIIT w/Nancy
  Jaycee Park
- 9:00a-10:00a
  Barbell w/Ellen
  SRC Patio

**Wednesday**
- 9:00a-9:50a
  Full Body Strength w/Ellen
  SRC Patio

**Thursday**
- 9:00a-9:50a
  Cross Train w/Tim
  SRC Patio

**Friday**
- 9:00a-9:50a
  Outdoor Cycle w/Ellen
  SRC Patio

**Saturday**
- 9:00a-10:00a
  Tabata w/Jodi
  SRC Patio

**Sunday**
- 9:00a-9:50a
  Outdoor Cycle w/Selima
  SRC Patio